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Abstract—There has never been a more exciting time for the
future of quantum computing than now. Real-world quantum
computing usage is now the next XPRIZE. With that challenge
in mind we have explored a new approach as a hybrid quantum-
classical algorithm for solving NP-Hard optimization problems.
We have focused on the classic problem of the Capacitated Vehicle
Routing Problem (CVRP) because of its real-world industry
applications. Heuristics are often employed to solve this problem
because it is difficult. In addition, meta-heuristic algorithms
have proven to be capable of finding reasonable solutions to
optimization problems like the CVRP. Recent research has shown
that quantum-only and hybrid quantum/classical approaches to
solving the CVRP are possible. Where quantum approaches
are usually limited to minimal optimization problems, hybrid
approaches have been able to solve more significant problems.
Still, the hybrid approaches often need help finding solutions as
good as their classical counterparts. In our proposed approach,
we created a hybrid quantum/classical metaheuristic algorithm
capable of finding the best-known solution to a classic CVRP
problem. Our experimental results show that our proposed
algorithm often outperforms other hybrid approaches.

Index Terms—quantum, hybrid, metaheuristic, optimization,
vehicle routing, tabu search

I. INTRODUCTION

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is an NP-hard problem
first introduced in 1954 [1]. Since then, it has been widely ex-
plored in numerous research papers [2]. The VRP generalizes
another NP-hard problem famously known as the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). Where the TSP attempts to find the
shortest path to visit N locations on a single tour or route, the
VRP breaks the problem up using one or more routes to visit
all the locations. Reference [2] points out that it was actually
in a 1964 paper [3] that multiple vehicles were first considered
to solve the problem, which is how we understand the VRP
today. Both problems are still widespread in the transportation
industry, and companies solve them numerous times daily as
part of their operations.

Quantum computing (QC) [4] is a critical emerging tech-
nology promising to solve NP-hard problems like the VRP
much faster than classical computers. Whereas with classical
computing, solving for optimal solutions is often intractable
due to the time it takes. Heuristics and metaheuristics [5]
are usually used to solve the VRP because they are faster

Fig. 1. Our Proposed Approach. Step 1. An initial solution is provided to the
classical TS algorithm. Step 2. TS is performed. Step 3. At different times
during TS an individual route from a solution is selected to be optimized.
Step 4: Route re-sequencing (TSP) is performed via QUBO formulation on
a QA. Step 5. The re-sequenced route is returned to TS. Step 6. When TS
reaches its stopping criteria, the best solution found is returned.

and provide near-optimal results. Quantum computers do not
currently contain enough qubits to solve large and complicated
variants of the VRP [6] in a single encoded problem. Limited
numbers of qubits are the primary challenge facing recent
quantum computers, so how can we utilize the currently avail-
able quantum computers to aid in solving NP-hard problems
like the VRP? Hybrid algorithms are able to bridge this gap
and allow us to utilize the quantum resources that are available
now, perhaps to improve our classical approaches [7].

Hybrid quantum-classical algorithms are an emerging trend
in research. In a 2022 survey on this topic [8], it shows that
half of the papers focused on solving the VRP or TSP utilized
hybrid approaches. Of those hybrid approaches, seventy-five
percent (12 of 16) utilized the Quantum Annealer (QA) type
of quantum computer. A QA solves optimization problems
by taking advantage of the properties of quantum mechanics.
Using quantum fluctuations to guide the optimization process
towards the optimal solution. These fluctuations are the energy
states of a problem, and the annealer attempts to find the
lowest-energy state that is also the optimal combination of the
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problem elements [9]. Hybrid algorithms overcome quantum
computing’s limitations on problem size and variable count
by breaking the optimization problem into smaller parts and
optimizing some parts using classical computing and other
parts using quantum computing. In order to utilize the QA,
the problem must be set up in a way that the QA can
process. The formulation we have chosen is the Quadratic
Unconstrained Binary Optimization (QUBO) problem. Using
a hybrid approach the entire optimization problem needs not
be formulated into the QUBO, thus keeping the QUBO small
enough to be solved by a QA.

Our Contributions in this Work: In this paper, we focus
on the research of hybrid algorithms to solve combinatorial
optimization problems. Due to its practical applications in
industry, this research focuses on a widespread variant of
the VRP, the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP).
We propose the first hybrid quantum-classical metaheuristic
algorithm to solve the VRP. The algorithm is a metaheuristic
that interacts with a QA at different times throughout the
search. The classical portion of the algorithm is used to make
sure constraints are not broken and to perform the local search.
The quantum portion is used to optimize the routes discovered
during the search.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following for-
mat. Section II will review the background. Section III will
introduce our proposed method. Section IV will present the
experiments, and Section V will be our conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Vehicle Routing Problem

The Vehicle Routing Problem is the problem of finding the
optimal, i.e., shortest, route or collection of routes that visit
a set of delivery locations, cities, or customers such that no
constraints are broken, meaning that each route is feasible. A
route is the sequence where each location is visited. For our
version of the VRP, a route must start and stop at a depot from
which a vehicle will travel to each location along the route.

The VRP formally defined is an NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problem with a directed graph G = (V,E), where
V = {v0, ..., vn} is the set of locations and E = {(vi, vj) :
vi, vj ∈ V, i ̸= j)} is the set of edges between the locations.
Location v0 is not a delivery location but is the depot where the
routes begin and end. The set or fleet of vehicles is K. We will
discuss constraints around vehicles in the next section. There
is also a cost matrix over the edges C = (cij). We define cost
as the distance between two locations in the graph. In order
to solve the VRP, we must create at most |K| routes that
start and end at the depot location and minimize total cost.
For simplicity, we will say the set N is equal to V , except it
does not contain the depot, v0. xijk is defined as the binary
variable x for an edge between location i and location j on
vehicle k. We can mathematically represent this problem as a
minimization problem with constraints as follows:

min
∑
k∈K

∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V

cijkxijk (1)

s. t.∑
k∈K

∑
j∈V

xijk = 1 ∀i ∈ V (2)∑
j∈N

x0jk = 1 ∀k ∈ K (3)∑
i∈N

xi0k = 1 ∀k ∈ K (4)∑
i∈N

xijk −
∑
i∈N

xjik = 0 ∀j ∈ N, k ∈ K (5)

2 ≤ uik ≤ N ∀i ∈ N, k ∈ K (6)
uik − ujk + 1 ≤ (N − 1)(1− xijk) ∀i, j ∈ N, k ∈ K (7)
xijk ∈ {0, 1} (8)

In this equation, (1) is the minimization function subject
to additional constraints. Constraint (2) ensures that each
location is visited by only one vehicle. Constraints (3) and
(4) ensure that each route on each vehicle starts and ends at
the depot. Constraint (5) ensures that the number of entries
into a location equals the number of exits. Constraints (6) and
(7) are necessary to prevent sub-tours. Constraint (8) defines
the primary binary decision variable.

B. Variants of the Vehicle Routing Problem

There are numerous variations of the VRP [2]. VRP with
Time Windows (VRPTW) and the CVRP are the most similar
to the variants solved by the transportation industry and have
the most academic datasets available. We have focused on
one of the most well-studied variants, the CVRP. The primary
differentiation from the VRP for the more constrained CVRP
is that now each vehicle has a limited capacity Q, so the
sum of each location’s demand q along the route must be
less than or equal to the vehicle’s capacity. In this preliminary
study, we primarily focus on the homogeneous fleet variant
of the problem where each vehicle has the same value for
Q. A heterogeneous fleet variant (HVRP) also allows each
vehicle to have a different value for Q. Here is the additional
mathematical formulation for the CVRP as shown in Eqn. (9).∑

i∈V

qi
∑
j∈V

xijk ≤ Q ∀k ∈ K (9)

The constraint in Eqn. (9) limits the customers on a route so
that the capacity of the vehicle is not exceeded. This constraint
is added to the list of constraints from the previous section to
define the CVRP fully.

C. Adiabatic Quantum Computing

While classical computers rely on bits, quantum computers
leverage quantum bits, or qubits, to exploit the principles
of quantum mechanics. Unlike classical bits restricted to
either 0 or 1, qubits can exist in a superposition of both
states simultaneously. When multiple qubits are combined, the
collective quantum state, denoted by |ψ(t)⟩, is governed by the
Schrödinger equation as shown in Eqn. (10).



i
∂

∂t
|ψ(t)⟩ = H(t)|ψ(t)⟩ (10)

In Eqn. (10), the Hamiltonian, H(t), is an operator that
dictates the system’s energy at a specific time, t. For problems
encoded as Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization
(QUBO) problems, the solution lies in the state of the qubits
when the QUBO Hamiltonian, HQUBO(t), reaches its lowest
energy state. Constant i is the imaginary unit. However, di-
rectly initializing the system in this minimal energy state for a
QUBO problem proves challenging. To circumvent this hurdle,
researchers often employ the strategy of Adiabatic Quantum
Computing. This approach leverages a readily computable
Hamiltonian, HBASIC(t). With the system in the ground state
of HBASIC(t)), we utilize an interpolation between the two
Hamiltonians to construct the time-dependent Hamiltonian:

H(t) =

(
1− t

T

)
HBASIC(t) +

t

T
HQUBO(t) (11)

The Adiabatic Theorem guarantees that if the variation of
0 ≤ t ≤ T is sufficiently slow, the system’s state will remain in
the ground state throughout the interval [0, T ]. Consequently,
measuring the quantum state at time T will yield a solution
that satisfies the QUBO problem, as it will be in its minimal
energy state for HQUBO(t) [10].

There have been numerous research efforts in solving the
entire VRP and some of its variants on quantum devices. Some
recent research studies in this field are [11], which created
multiple QUBO formulations for the VRPTW. Their research
did not attempt to solve large-scale versions of the problem but
instead focused on the complexity of their solution. Research
by [12] focused on the HVRP that could be solved with 11, 19,
and 21 qubits. They simulated QC using classical optimizers.
An application example of the VRP was mentioned in [13],
and they stated QC could solve a VRP with approximately 30
depots and a vehicle count of 48. The number of locations
visited on the routes was not provided making it hard to
compare to other solutions. Still it showcases one of the larger
problem sizes in recent research. However, the formulation for
their solution was not provided. While these efforts show the
promise of large-scale QC’s ability to solve the VRP, except
for one, they do not show a near-term quantum ability to solve
significant real-world versions of the problem, which is the
focus of our research.

D. Hybrid Quantum Algorithms

Our research review discovered other hybrid approaches to
solving the VRP. Reference [14] focused on formulating a
single QUBO to solve the Multi-Depot Capacitated Vehicle
Routing Problem (MDCVRP), and they did not present any
results. Their approach was only considered hybrid because of
DWAVE’s ability to split large QUBOs into smaller QUBOs
so that it can map onto the system’s available qubits. Similarly,
[15] solved the Shipment Rerouting Problem, with problems
up to 100 locations, in a hybrid fashion like [14]. Reference
[16] focused on solving the Vehicle Routing Problem with

Balanced Pick-up (VRPBP). Reference [17] are the same
authors and expanded the work in [16]. They created both 2-
phase and 3-phase approaches where all phases are formulated
as QUBO’s, and they presented results in their research. Lastly,
an interesting cost function was defined in [18], where a ratio
between distance and work time was used to define the cost.
They showed the results of their hybrid algorithm for problems
of up to twelve locations.

Reference [7] is the most highly cited hybrid approach. It
is a hybrid algorithm that operates as a 2-phase heuristic with
clustering and routing phases. In order to create the clusters,
they use a clustering core point, which can be set as a location
with the most significant demand or the location farthest from
the depot. From there, they perform a clustering algorithm
to add additional locations to the cluster until it reaches
vehicle capacity. This process is repeated until all locations are
clustered. They then perform a cluster improvement method
where locations are moved between clusters if the distance to
the cluster center is reduced by making a move. This process
is repeated for several iterations, or no moves are possible.

Once phase one is complete, the second phase of the routing
phase of the heuristic is performed, where the clusters are
formulated as a QUBO for solving the TSP as defined in [19].
Here we alter the notation from [19] and continue with (ij)
defined as before as the edge set from location i to location j,
and u, v are the sequence on the route that a location is visited.
Meaning xi,u is the binary variable that represents location i is
visited as the uth stop on the route. n contains all the locations
being routed and N is equal to |n|.

HA = A

n∑
j=1

(
1−

N∑
v=1

xj,v

)2

+A

n∑
v=1

1−
N∑
j=1

xj,v

2

+

A
∑
ij /∈E

N∑
v=1

xi,vxj,v+1 (12)

Here Eqn. (12) is the QUBO formulation for the Hamilto-
nian Cycle Problem. The first term ensures that every location
appears in the cycle. The second term ensures a vth node in
the cycle for each v. The third term ensures an edge must exist
from i to j.

HB = B
∑
ij∈E

Cij

N∑
v=1

xi,vxj,v+1 (13)

Eqn. (13) ensures the cost of the Hamiltonian Cycle is
minimized. Cij again is the cost to travel from location i to
location j.

H = HA +HB (14)

So adding both Hamiltonians together in (14) is the QUBO
that will solve the TSP or what we refer to as the route re-
sequencing problem and what [7] referred to as the routing
phase problem. The penalty coefficients are set with A being



higher than the most significant cost in C and B being set to
1.

Reference [20] is another hybrid algorithm that operates
as a 2-phase heuristic. Here, the clustering is done using
recursive-DBSCAN clustering, and again, sequencing is done
in the same way as [7]. Both [7] and [20] claim success from
their experiments, but [20] failed to explain their results in
a way that is comparable to other research. Both papers ran
experiments using the dataset from [21]. Reference [20] did
provide source code, so we recreated their results.

E. Metaheuristic Optimization

Using a heuristic algorithm can often lead to a ”good
enough” solution to the CVRP, and heuristics can usually find
that solution quickly. What is gained in solution completion
time could be improved in solution quality. In the transporta-
tion industry, companies have often found that getting close
quickly can still be helpful when making a recommendation.
These recommendations would be provided to a logistic plan-
ner, who may manually adjust the solution before generating
the final load plan for the routes. Generally, the transportation
industry is willing to make this trade-off as long as they know
their recommendation systems are creating a near-optimal
solution. Many heuristics have been providing solutions that
make this trade-off for a long time. Clark and Wright’s 1964
savings algorithm [3], while perhaps the oldest heuristic for
the CVRP, is still one of the fastest and is capable of obtaining
near-optimal solutions for some problems. References [22] and
[23] are also well-known heuristics for the CVRP, and we
report our results compared to all three of these algorithms.

Is there an alternative to heuristics that can provide better
solutions? What other options exist to solve the CVRP?
Metaheuristics are algorithms that combine search algorithms
to find better solutions across the space of all solutions.
Usually they use a combination of different heuristics to create
neighborhoods within the search space to perform local search
then on. There are many different types of metaheuristics and
many different ways to categorize them. Famous examples
include the genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization, and
simulated annealing. As stated in [24], a type of metaheuristic
named Tabu Search (TS) has been shown to outperform
other metaheuristics, especially concerning the CVRP. In many
classical CVRP datasets, TS has found the best-known solution
(BKS).

While [25] did not solve the VRP with their hybrid algo-
rithm, they implemented TS to solve the TSP.

F. Tabu Search

TS was formally introduced in [26] and [27]. TS is a type
of local search algorithm. A local search moves from a current
solution to a better solution by choosing a move in the current
solution’s neighborhood. A neighborhood is defined by any
solution adjacent to the current solution by making a simple
change to the current solution. In the case of the CVRP, a local
search move could be defined as moving a stop location from
one route to another. In TS, the neighborhoods are created

by attempting every possible move on the current solution
and choosing the move that leads to the best new solution.
There are TS implementations that do not always consider
every possible move but stop looking for the best move as soon
as any improving move is found [28]. The process is iterative
in that the new best solution becomes the current solution,
and a new neighborhood is generated again. Using a short-
term memory component called the tabu list allows this local
search concept to avoid becoming stuck in a local optimum. A
move is marked tabu and added to the tabu list when that move
was the move that created the new best solution. Move’s are
kept on the tabu list for several iterations before they can be
used again. This tabu list sometimes forces the best solution to
be worse than the current solution and forces the local search
into new parts of the global solution space.

According to [28], any TS implementation must define
four strategies. First, ”forbidding,” which is used to mark
some moves as tabu. Second, the ”freeing” strategy is used
to un-mark moves previously tabu as no longer tabu. Third,
the ”short-term” strategy controls the first two strategies.
Additionally, this strategy should define two more strategies;
the ”aspiration” strategy on when it is permissible to ignore
that a move is marked as tabu, and the ”selection” strategy,
which determines if every possible move should be checked or
just the first improving move. Lastly, the ”stopping” strategy
controls when the TS should end its search. In our method,
we utilize many of these concepts defined in [28] and other
”strategies” we will present in the next section.

The first step in TS is to construct a starting solution to
start a local search. There are many different ideas on how to
construct the starting solution. Reference [28] proposed using
the savings algorithm from [3]. While [29] discussed using
random assignment to generate the starting solution.

Once the starting solution is created, iterations can begin
where a local search is performed to find better and better
solutions. The ”forbidding” and ”freeing” strategies are imple-
mented here. Moves are made tabu and later made not tabu as
the process runs in a loop. Many different types of moves have
been considered, and [28] does an excellent job explaining
some of them. A (1,0) or (0,1) move is defined as moving a
location from one route to another. A (1,1) is a swap where
locations are exchanged between two routes. Where [28]
utilized (1,0), (0,1), and (1,1) moves, [29] claims they only
performed (1,0) moves. Still other’s utilized more complicated
swapping moves like GENI in [30]’s TABUROUTE. GENI
[31] stands for generalized insertion routine. It only allows
locations to be inserted into a route if it contains one of its
closest neighbors. Insertions are executed simultaneously with
a local re-optimization of the route’s sequence.

III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD

According to [24], the best TS implementations can outper-
form simulated and deterministic annealing, genetic search,
ant systems, and neural networks. With that motivation, we
created a hybrid quantum/classical TS implementation. The
goal is to show that by utilizing hybrid algorithms, quantum



Fig. 2. Flowchart of Tabu search w/o strategic oscillation

computing in the near term can provide value even while qubit
quantity is limited. We compartmentalize our algorithm into
parts following from [7] and [20]. The first part is the tabu
search algorithm, which we perform as a classical algorithm,
and the second is the route sequencing algorithm, which we
convert to QUBO form and solve using D-WAVE’s quantum
annealer. Together, we call this Hybrid Quantum Tabu Search
(HQTS).

A. Hybrid Quantum Tabu Search

We implement many standard TS enhancements for our
method, such as aspiration, intensification, and diversification
[26]. TS comprises the following parts: create a starting
solution, local search for a new solution, update moves in the
tabu list, perform search enhancements, and sparsely perform
route re-sequencing; if the stopping criteria have not been met,
a new local search is performed.

B. Aspiration

After creating the starting solution, the rest of the algorithm
runs inside a loop. The first step in the loop is to search locally
for a move that will create the next solution. If the move
leads to a global best solution, that move is kept regardless
of whether it is marked tabu or not, which is how aspiration
is defined by [28]. If a new global best solution is not found,
the best non-tabu move is selected; note that this might lead

to a lower quality solution than the current one. The process
is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached.

C. Local Search

In order to set up our starting solution, we first grouped the
locations similarly to [7]. For each problem we experimented
with, we knew a BKS and the number of vehicles used in that
BKS. If a BKS was unknown for an experiment, we used the
number of vehicles found when using [16] hybrid solution.
The grouping was set up so that each v in V determines its
K nearest neighbors where K is the number of vehicles in
the BKS. From there, the locations with the most significant
values in the cost matrix c were assigned to a route so long
as they were not the nearest neighbor to a location already
placed on a route for K + 1 vehicles. We used K + 1 to
ensure all the locations could be routed in the starting solution.
After the routes were seeded, each route was filled by iterating
through the remaining locations sorted by highest demand to
lowest. The only rule was that for a location to be added to a
route, at least one nearest neighbor to that location must exist.
If a location could not be added to a route with a neighbor
because it would exceed the vehicle capacity any remaining
route with space was assigned. The motivation behind this
method was that the seed locations should be relativity far
apart and representative of locations that would not ultimately
be routed together in the final solution. The hope was that
neighboring locations would be routed together in the starting
solution.

With the starting solution created, we start TS. We con-
tinue to utilize the neighbor concept here as we build the
neighborhood of moves or candidate solutions (we use these
terms interchangeably) that will lead to the next solution.
When a move is considered, we still hold that the route a
location is being added to must contain at least one neighbor
of that location. It speeds the search process by not allowing
a large number of moves. The neighborhood is constructed by
performing either a (1,0), (0,1) or (1,1) moves. For our method,
we define the (0,1) as swapping a location with another
location on the same route. We also define the (1,0) move
as you would assume, but the location sequence in the new
route is determined by evaluating which spot in the sequence
leads to the lowest cost route, as was used in [29]. (1,1) was
performed as described in section 2. Once all possible moves
have been generated, each is evaluated by calculating the total
cost of the solution each move creates. As we described before,
the selected move is used to create a new solution from the
neighborhood. This new solution becomes the basis as we start
the local search again.

D. Intensification and Diversification

If during iterating, the global best solution is not improved
within X iterations, we initiate a diversification process where
the K nearest neighbors are adjusted to be 2 ∗ K nearest
neighbors. The search continues for another X non-improving
move, and intensification is performed. Intensification forces



the following solution to search from to be the globally best-
found solution found so far in the process. After intensi-
fication, other X non-improving moves are allowed before
diversification is disabled and the K nearest neighbors. X is
selected uniformly between 0.6 * V and 1.1 * V. These values
were determined by experimentation. Additionally, when di-
versification is turned on, we stop the (0,1) moves from being
considered in order to speed up the search since more locations
will be considered by the adjusted 2 ∗K nearest neighbors.

E. Sparse Re-sequencing
Reference [30] proposed re-sequencing routes on every

considered move. While this speeds up the search, it is
computationally expensive. Because of this cost [29] only
performed a true re-sequence of the routes every 200 iterations.
We follow from [29] in limiting how often a re-sequence is
performed because we use a QA to perform this step. For our
research, access to the QA was limited. With this being the
case, a sparse re-sequence was implemented. Before a route is
re-sequenced, we check a dictionary of previously optimized
routes and do not call the QA if the route is found in the
dictionary; this idea was also used in [25]. In order to perform
the re-sequence, the route and optimization problem must be
formulated as a QUBO. We use the same formulation as is
described in section 2.4. The QUBO is then sent to DWAVE’s
cloud quantum computing API, and a result is returned. The
result is translated back into a route and is stored in the
dictionary. Then, the re-sequenced route replaces the route in
the solution. For our experiments, we performed sparse re-
sequencing on the global best solution if TS still needed to
improve its global best solution in 1,000 iterations.

F. Strategic Oscillation
Forcing the search to stay in the feasible solution space

has been shown to limit search effectiveness [32]. In addition
to the proposed method we have described thus far, we also
experimented with a mechanism that can allow the search to
visit infeasible space called strategic oscillation (SO) [26]. We
implemented a simple version of SO in Algorithm 1 from
[32]. To summarize Algorithm 1, if the last candidate selected
was feasible at each iteration, the evaluation for the candidates
is kept the same in that the best non-tabu move is selected.
However, we no longer force each move to maintain feasibil-
ity. If the best improving non-tabu move breaks feasibility
that move can also be selected. Once we cross over into
infeasibility, the evaluation of moves changes to no longer
select the most improving move but instead to choose the best
move that improves the infeasibility measure or causes the
infeasibility to be worsened the least. We show in section 4 the
results with and without SO. Additionally, for the SO-enabled
experiments, we did not use the intensification defined in 3.4
but instead relied only on the sparse re-sequencing as a means
of intensification.

G. Stopping Criteria
If no new best solution has been discovered in the last 5000

moves, stop, or if 60 minutes have elapsed.

Algorithm 1 Candidate evaluation with strategic oscillation
Require: cbs can only be assigned a feasible solution so that

it can be evaluated as a global best solution
p← previously selected solution
N ← candidate solutions from local search
n← number of candidate solutions
cbs← unassigned ▷ current best solution
sbfs← unassigned ▷ selected best feasible solution
sbis← unassigned ▷ selected best infeasible solution
ss← unassigned ▷ selected solution
if IsFeasible(p) then

for i← 1 to n do
if Cost(Ni) < Cost(sbfs) and IsFeasible(Ni)

then
if Cost(Ni) < Cost(cbs) then

cbs← Ni

end if
if !IsTabu(Ni) then

sbfs← Ni

end if
else if Cost(Ni) <

Cost(sbis) and !IsFeasible(Ni) then
if !IsTabu(Ni]) then

sbis← Ni

end if
end if

end for
if Cost(sbis) < Cost(sbfs then

ss← sbis
else

ss← sbfs
end if

else
for i← 1 to n do

if Infeasibilty(Ni) <
Infeasibilty(sbfs) and IsFeasible(Ni) then

if Cost(Ni) < Cost(cbs) then
cbs← Ni

end if
if !IsTabu(Ni) then

sbfs← Ni

end if
else if Infeasibilty(Ni) <

Infeasibilty(sbis) and !IsFeasible(Ni) then
if !IsTabu(Ni) then

sbis← Ni

end if
end if

end for
if Infeasibilty(sbis) < Infeasibilty(sbfs) then

ss← sbis
else

ss← sbfs
end if

end if



Fig. 3. Visualization of CMT 1

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section outlines the experimental setup used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed hybrid quantum approach to
solve the vehicle routing problem.

The algorithms that were used as a benchmark against our
implementation of HQTS include the Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSS) and the So-
lution Partitioning Solver (SPS), both of which are publicly
available at [33]. These algorithms were introduced in [20]
and are considered hybrid quantum algorithms using QA for
route optimization. From here on we will refer to HQTS as
just TS.

A. Classic Dataset

First, we evaluated the performance on seven standard
CVRP benchmark datasets: [21] (CMT) 1-5, 11, and 12.
This dataset was chosen as the benchmark because it is
well-established and well-studied. Additional [7] also reported
their results against this dataset. The dataset originated in
1979 and consists of 14 problems. Based on a Belgium road
network, these problems provide an academic standard for
testing vehicle routing algorithms. Each problem is comprised
of three sections. The first section outlines the problem. It
includes the name, Best Known Solution (BKS), dimensions,
vehicle capacities, and distances. The capacity is the same
for each vehicle. The second section consists of nodes; each
is numbered, and their coordinates are given on a 2d M64
dimensional space. Lastly, the demand for each node is pro-
vided. We chose to use only 7 of the 14 problems because
the other problems use the exact locations and demand but
with additional constraints for different variants of the VRP.
The first five problems have a unique and increasingly large
number of nodes. Problems 11 and 12 were included because
the nodes are clustered, whereas the other problems have more
evenly distributed nodes. A visual representation of problems
1 and 11 can be seen in Fig. 3 and 4.

The experimentation was done by running the problems
through DBSS, then SPS, and finally, the TS and TS with
SO algorithms. For DBSS and SPS, the required number of
vehicles at the start of the algorithm had to be set much higher
than the actual number of vehicles to solve the problem. The
number was chosen firstly to avoid default recursion depth

Fig. 4. Visualization of CMT 11

limits in Python and, secondly, to optimize for cost. For TS and
TS with SO the number of vehicles was set one number higher
than was used in the BKS. This number was used so that our
simple initial solution generation would always work. Table
I shows the vehicles used in each experiment. In reporting
our experimental results, we show the total distance of the
best solution found by each algorithm. We also include the
deviation of that total distance with the total distance found
by the BKS. Each algorithm was run three times and the best
result from the three attempts is provided here. More runs
would be preferred, but QA resources were limited for this
research. We also include results from [7]. Results are shown
in Table II. For the CMT5 problem with TS and TS w/ SO,
the one-hour time limit was used as the stopping condition.

Analysis of these results provides several areas of note.
Firstly, the cost values produced by DBSS and SPS are above
the BKS. Secondly, SPS provides a lower-cost solution than
DBSS in almost every case. However, the cost differential be-
tween the two algorithms grows as the problem size increases.
This observation does not hold, however, for the clustered
datasets. In one case, the SPS algorithm performed worse;
in the other, it had only a slight advantage. As we look at
the results of our method we can see SO improved our results
universally. Also, it is essential to note that both TS methods
performed well, and TS with SO achieved the BKS for CMT1.

We also show results in Table III on the CMT dataset
comparing TS with SO and the following heuristics: Clarke-
Wright [3], Fisher-Jaikumar [23], and Sweep [22]. The heuris-
tic results were compiled from [7] and are here to compare
TS capabilities.

The analysis is consistent with our results compared to
other hybrid algorithms in that our method can sometimes out-
perform well-known heuristics. Interestingly, TS consistently
outperforms Clarke-Wright’s savings algorithm [3].

Figures 5, 6, and 7 visualize the routes created by DBSS,
SPS, and TS with SO for the CMT 1 problem. TS here is
showing the BKS. It is noted in the BKS that none of the routes
cross any other routes, and there are no crossed lines within
a route either. These are hallmark features of good routes and
a good overall solution.



TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF VEHICLES USED FOR EACH PROBLEM

DBSS SPS TS
Problem Vehicles used in BKS Initial Solution Initial Solution Initial Solution
CMT 1 5 6 6 6 6 6 5
CMT 2 10 29 29 29 12 11 10
CMT 3 8 9 9 9 9 9 8
CMT 4 12 31 31 31 13 13 12
CMT 5 17 43 43 43 19 18 17
CMT 11 7 8 8 8 8 8 7
CMT 12 10 10 10 10 10 11 10

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DBSCAN, SPS, AND TS ON THE CMT DATASET

Feld at el Ref. [7] DBSS SPS TS TS w/ SO
Problem Size BKS Distance Dev. Distance Dev. Distance Dev. Distance Dev. Distance Dev.
CMT 1 50 524.61 556 5.98% 705 34.39% 699 33.24% 537 2.38% 524.61 0.0%
CMT 2 75 835.26 926 10.86% 1856 122.2% 1001 19.84% 890 6.62% 856 2.52%
CMT 3 100 826.14 905 9.55% 1080 30.73% 988 19.59% 938 13.6% 876 6.06%
CMT 4 150 1028.42 1148 11.63% 2185 112.46% 1208 17.46% 1254 22.01% 1094 6.4%
CMT 5 199 1291.29 1429 10.66% 2789 115.99% 1613 24.91% 1554* 20.41% 1442* 11.72%

CMT 11 120 1042.12 1084 4.02% 1172 12.46% 1134 8.82% 1425 36.83% 1096 5.19%
CMT 12 100 819.56 828 1.03% 827 0.91% 876 6.89% 850 3.78% 829 1.16%

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF WELL-KNOWN HEURISTICS AND TS ON THE CMT DATASET

Clarke-Wright Fisher-Jaikumar Sweep TS w/ SO
Problem Size BKS Distance Dev. Distance Dev. Distance Dev. Distance Dev.
CMT 1 50 524.61 585 11.5% 524 0.12% 532 1.41% 524.61 0.0%
CMT 2 75 835.26 900 7.75% 857 2.6% 874 4.64% 856 2.52%
CMT 3 100 826.14 886 7.25% 833 0.83% 851 3.01% 876 6.06%
CMT 4 150 1028.42 1204 17.07% - - 1079 4.92% 1094 6.4%
CMT 5 199 1291.29 1540 19.26% 1420 9.97% 1389 7.57% 1442* 11.72%

CMT 12 100 819.56 877 7.01% 848 3.47% 949 15.79% 829 1.16%

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DBSCAN, SPS, AND TS ON THE DWAVE OPEN-SOURCE DATASET

DBSS SPS TS w/ SO
Problem Size Vehicles Distance Distance Distance
Small 1 10 3 503 721 412
Small 2 25 5 747 730 534
Small 3 50 7 1375 1115 983

Medium 1 100 13 2858 2124 2297
Medium 2 150 15 3636 2567 2985
Medium 3 200 23 4731 2965 3900*

Fig. 5. CMT 1 Result using DBSS

B. DWAVE Dataset

The second dataset we evaluated was referenced by [20]
and provided by [33]. This dataset includes 51 problems
split into four categories: small, medium, big, and mixed.
We tested the small and medium problems 1-3. This dataset

Fig. 6. CMT 1 Result using SPS

presents a couple of modifications to the VRP. Here, the fleet
is heterogeneous because each vehicle has a different capacity.
Also, these problems allow for multiple source and sink nodes
in contrast with the CMT dataset. Thus, the problem in this
dataset is categorized as the multi-depot heterogeneous fleet



Fig. 7. CMT 1 Result using TS w/ SO

CVRP (MDHFVRP). The dataset does not provide coordinates
for the nodes but instead gives the cost between two nodes.
The vehicle number was not modified from the values that
were given. The results are shown in Table IV. For the Medium
3 problem with TS w/ SO, the one-hour time limit was used
as the stopping condition.

Analysing the results, we see that SPS does not consistently
outperform DBSS. In this case, it is clear that as the tests get
larger, the differential in the advantage of SPS over DBSS
grows. However, if the test is sufficiently small, then DBSS
outperforms SPS. For this dataset, we only evaluated the
TS with SO. For the small problems, TS could consistently
outperform the algorithms SPS and DBSS but could not
outperform the medium problems. We concluded that the
neighborhood mechanism we utilized to limit our local search
was counterproductive with this dataset. Routes that start and
end at different locations no longer always share a property
of needing the locations on the route to be clustered close
together. It also explains why DBSS is performing poorly on
this dataset as well. The time cost to consider every possible
move was too large as we moved to the medium problems. A
more strategic local search would provide faster convergence
and an even better resulting algorithm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that HQTS (TS and
TS with SO) can solve the CVRP and stand with other
hybrid algorithms. Our results, in many cases, outperform
other hybrid algorithms, and we even found the BKS in
one case. In fact, our method, on average, across all of the
CMT problems, deviated the least from the BKS Fig. 8.
While we successfully showcased quantum computing inside
a metaheuristic, our simple approach to TS limited our overall
effectiveness. While that was somewhat expected because we
set out to implement a simple TS approach to showcase the
power of quantum computing. Still, our limited access to QA
forced us to implement a slower-performing algorithm. For our
future work, we plan to improve our access to QA or utilize
simulated QA to create a more efficient TS. Also, we plan to
refine our approach further so that HQTS will consistently find
the BKS. The challenge we discovered with the MDHFVRP
variant of the VRP has inspired us to look for a more robust

Fig. 8. Percent deviation from BKS for three hybrid algorithms

TS to solve this problem. It aligns with our future goal of
solving more highly constrained variants of the VRP that are
common in the industry.
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